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You’ve made a commitment to join in marriage with a very special 
someone. Marriages happen in different ways and at different 
times for different people.  You may be young, middle-aged, or a 
WIRMSV8LMWQE]FI]SYV½VWXQEVVMEKISV]SYVWIGSRHSVXLMVH
You may have children, or you may be gaining a stepchild.  You 
may get married in a home, a church, a synagogue, a temple, or 
a courthouse.  While no two marriages look exactly 
alike, all people enter marriage with similar hopes. 
You want your marriage to be successful, happy, and long-lasting. 
You want to be friends, lovers, and partners for life.  You have a 
vision of taking care of each other as you grow older and being 
there for each other through life’s ups and downs.

Congratulations!
Something you may realize already is that strong, healthy, long-lasting marriages
don’t just happen on their own.  They happen when two people are intentional 

Did you know there’s been a lot of research about 
the kinds of things that people do that lead to 
strong, long-lasting marriages? This handbook is designed
to share some of that information with you. Some of this might 
GSR½VQ[LEX]SY´VIHSMRKEPVIEH]WSQISJXLMWQMKLXFIRI[
helpful information.

Did you know there’s information available that can help you build a healthy  
marriage? Although some people have seen wonderful examples of healthy  
marriages and have learned a lot from watching other couples, others may  
not have seen great relationships or may not fully realize what it is that builds 
strong marriages even if they have seen them. 
about their marriage.  That means each person makes 
an effort to build strong bonds with his or her spouse 
and work together so that each feels valued, supported, 
and connected.  A healthy, happy marriage and family life 
are great for you and for your children.  As you enter into 
this new phase of your life, there are things you can do to 
help create the kind of marriage and family life everyone 
hopes for.
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We hope that you will:
Read this handbook and discuss it with your 
partner.  Try out some of the tips in the weeks, months, 
and years ahead.

Save this handbook and look at it from time to time, 
IWTIGMEPP][LIRUYIWXMSRWSVHMJ½GYPXWMXYEXMSRWGSQI
up in your relationship.

Check out the publications, resources, and Web 
sites suggested in this handbook. They can provide ad-
ditional information about topics in this guide.

Participate in premarital preparation before you  
marry or in marriage education programs at any time 
in your marriage. These programs teach valuable tips, 
skills, and attitudes that form the foundation for good 
VIPEXMSRWLMTW&SXLQIRERH[SQIR½RHXLIWITVS-
grams very helpful—and enjoyable!

Seek help for your marriage if you experience 
trouble. Not all marriages can or should be saved, but 
many can be. Don’t wait until your situation is very 
serious before getting help.

There are many agencies, organizations, and 
individuals in the state of Utah who care 
about you and your efforts to build a strong 
and lasting marriage. Healthy marriages and 
healthy families create healthy communities—some-
thing we all want.  We wish you all the best and hope 
that this guide is helpful in your journey.
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)PX:PVɬJOL 
)PXZPuthinLaěeDtstheRualitZPGZPur
marriageɬeexpectationsZPuhaWeuQPn
enteringmarriagethecommitmentZPumaLetP
ZPurrelatiPnshiQasaDPuQleanEhaWingapositive 
attitudeallhaWeagreatbearingPnthesuDDess 
PG ZPur QartnershiQ
&YQFDUBUJPOT 
1ePQle XhP enter marriage Xith unrealistiD 
belieGs anE unrealistiD eYQeDtatiPns PGten Geel 
GrustratiPn anger anE EissatisGaDtiPn Xhen 
their eYQeDtatiPns gP unmet 0n the Pther hanE 
QePQle XhP haWe mPre realistiD eYQeDtatiPns anE 
XhP thinL abPut their Qartners in QPsitiWe XaZs 
PGten giWing them the benemt PG the EPubthaWe 
mPre satisGZing marriages #eDause nP QersPn 
is QerGeDt haQQiness in marriage is higher GPr 
a QersPn XhP GPDuses Pn the QPsitiWes rather 
than the negatiWes in his Pr her sQPuse anE 
relatiPnshiQ 
3emember tPP that hPX ZPu thinL abPut a 
situatiPn Dan leaE tP hPX ZPu behave 8hat EP 
ZPu eYQeDt in ZPur marriage  8hat EP ZPu eYQeDt 
PG ZPur sQPuse  )aWe ZPu thPught abPut it   
Try this exercise.
5iQ  t 3eDPgni[e 
anZ unrealistiD 
eYQeDtatiPns  
ZPu maZ haWe
IG ZPu thPught iɬese statements are unrealistiDw 
then ZPure Pn traDLtheZ are all Galse  
3esearDh shPXs that QePQle XhP strPnglZ hPlE 
these eYQeDtatiPns are usuallZ less satismeE in 
their marriages 
In reGerenDe tP number  abPWe haWing DPnniDt 
is a normal Qart PG being in a relatiPnshiQ Xith 
anPther human being ɬeres nPthing wrong with 
ZPur marriage iG ZPu haWe Eisagreements 4Lills 
GPr managing Eisagreements anE DPnniDt are 
WerZ imQPrtant GPr healthZ relatiPnshiQs 4Pme 
reDPmmenEatiPns are PěereE in the neYt seDtiPn
'Pr number  althPugh a Gew QePQle might be 
Ruite gPPE at it minEreaEing is a rare sLill  
" QersPn Dan lPWe ZPu EeeQlZ anE still nPt be  
able tP LnPw what ZPure thinLing Pr Geeling 
'Pr number  QePQle Dan anE EP Dhange anE 
grPw "nE remember when ZPu hit sPme rPugh 
sQPts in mPst Dases QePQle Dan Dhange GPr the 
better with suQQPrt lPWe anE enDPuragement
'Pr number  lPnglasting lPWe eYQerienDes sPme 
highs anE lPws in QassiPnate Geelings .ature 
lPWe taLes time tP grPw anE is better EesDribeE as 
strPng Geelings PG DPnneDtiPn Daring anE resQeDt 
GPr the Pther QersPn 
.arriage is muDh mPre than the haQQilZ eWer 
aGter ZPu see in the mPWies "ll DPuQles haWe 
EiěerenDes anE Eisagreements ɬe issue is nPt 
whether ZPu haWe Eisagreements but hPw ZPu 
manage them $PuQles whP staZ tPgether learn 
hPw tP turn rPmantiD GairZtale lPWe intP real 
lasting DPmmitteE mature lPWe
Indicate whether you think the following statements are true or false. True False
1. Because we are in love we should never disagree.
2. My spouse should know what I’m thinking and feeling without my having to say it.
3. My spouse will never change (for the better or for the worse).
4. I will always feel those exciting, passionate feelings for my spouse.
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1ePQle enter marriage with WerZ sQeDimD 
eYQeDtatiPns anE belieGs abPut hPw things 
shPulE wPrL anE whP shPulE EP what )aWe 
ZPu talLeE abPut sPme PG these  $PmQlete this 
RuestiPnnaire seQaratelZ anE then DPmQare  
ZPur answers :Pu might mnE sPme WerZ 
interesting EiěerenDesà
:KRZLOOVKRXOGGRWKHVHWDVNV" <RX 6SRXVH %RWK 1RW6XUH
HOUSEHOLD TASKS 
Indoor (cleaning, dusting, etc.)
Outdoor (lawn, garden, etc.)
YOUTH & CHILD CARE (Present or Future)
Teach sex education
Give guidance and discipline
Help with school work
Teach family values
Attend parent/teacher conferences
FINANCES 
%RRNNHHSLQJ
Pay bills
Plan family budget
DECISIONS
When to purchase car
When to remodel house
How to spend family income
When to have additional children
SPIRITUALITY
Decide level of church involvement
Decide family spirituality practices
7HDFKFKLOGUHQUHODWHGWRSLFV
FAMILY RESPONSIBILITIES
5XQHUUDQGV
*URFHU\VKRSV
0DLQWDLQIDPLO\FDU
7UDQVSRUWFKLOGUHQWRVFKRRODQGDFWLYLWLHV
MARITAL ROLES
5HVROYHFRQIOLFW
,QLWLDWHDIIHFWLRQ
,QLWLDWHVH[
,QLWLDWHUHFUHDWLRQ
,QLWLDWHVRFLDODFWLYLWLHV
0DNHUHWLUHPHQWSODQV
0DNHFRQWDFWZ\RXUH[WHQGHGIDPLO\
0DNHFRQWDFWZVSRXVH
VH[WHQGHGIDPLO\
5iQ  t 4hare ZPur 
 eYQeDtatiPns with 
eaDh Pther
Keys to a Healthy Marriage
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5iQ  t Establish a 
shareE missiPn GPr 
ZPur marriage
5iQ  t ɬinL PG  
ZPu anE ZPur sQPuse 
as a team
Our Mission Statement What do we  want out of this  
relationship? 

How will we  
treat each other?
 
 What will we  
do to keep our  
relationship strong?
$PNNJUNFOUo'SPNMe to We
"nPther imQPrtant Qart PG thinLing in waZs 
that leaE tP a healthZ marriage is tP aEPQt a 
commitment attitude whiDh means that ZPu 
DPnsiEer ZPu anE ZPur sQPuse as Qart PG the 
same team
$PnsiEer using this statement as a guiEe 
thrPughPut ZPur marriage :Pu maZ eWen want 
tP hang it in a QlaDe where ZPu anE ZPur sQPuse 
will regularlZ see it 'rPm time tP time reaE 
it tPgether anE eWaluate whether ZPur EailZ 
behaWiPrs DhPiDes anE use PG time are DPnsistent 
with ZPur DPmmitment tP Pne anPther
:Pure in this tPgether nPwanE mPst QePQle 
haWe lPts PG hurEles anE Dhallenges tP GaDe in liGe 
IG ZPu thinL PG ZPurselWes as Qart PG a team ZPure 
mPre liLelZ tP behaWe in waZs that maLe ZPu Geel 
mPre anE mPre DPnneDteE :Pull suQQPrt eaDh 
Pther when Pne PG ZPu GaDes a Dhallenge :Pull 
maLe DhPiDes that builE trust between the twP
PG ZPu
1art PG thinLing as a team means talLing abPut 
ZPur eYQeDtatiPns as well as ZPur gPals anE 
QurQPse in DPming tPgether as a marrieE DPuQle 
:Pu anE ZPur sQPuse grew uQ in Eiěerent 
Gamilies haWe haE Eiěerent eYQerienDes anE 
thinL EiěerentlZ 8hether it be sPmething as 
small as whP ZPu thinL shPulE taLe Put the 
trash Pr as large as EeDiEing whether anE when 
tP haWe DhilEren share with ZPur sQPuse ZPur 
eYQeDtatiPns hPQes anE Eesires 'ailure tP 
talL abPut whats in ZPur heart anE minE Dan 
RuiDLlZ leaE tP GrustratiPn anE EisaQQPintment 
ɬe mPre agreement ZPu anE ZPur sQPuse 
haWe in terms PG ZPur eYQeDtatiPns anE belieGs 
the greater ZPur DhanDes GPr harmPnZ in ZPur 
marriage IG ZPu mnE that ZPu anE ZPur sQPuse 
share WerZ Eiěerent Wiews in anZ area it maZ be 
wise tP DPme tP sPme sPrt PG agreement that 
ZPu are bPth DPmGPrtable with beGPre ZPu get 
marrieE 8here there are EiěerenDes trZ tP 
wPrL GPr DPmmPn grPunE ,eeQ in minE that in 
marriage when Pne sQPuse lPses bPth lPse 4triWe 
GPr sPlutiPns that satisGZ bPth members PG ZPur 
marriage iteamw
ɬinL tPP abPut ZPur brPaEer gPals .anZ 
DPmQanies anE Prgani[atiPns haWe a missiPn 
statement whiDh states their QurQPse gPals anE 
DPmmitments tP DustPmers anE emQlPZees It is 
a gPPE iEea tP EP this GPr ZPur marriage ɬinL 
abPut what ZPu QersPnallZ want in ZPur missiPn 
statement 8hat EP ZPu as a DPuQle belieWe want 
suQQPrt anE Walue  8ith ZPur sQPuse EisDuss 
the RuestiPns at the bPttPm PG the Qage 	anE 
thinL PG sPme Pthers
 anE see iG ZPu Dan DPme uQ 
with a missiPn statement GPr ZPur marriage
Utah Marriage Handbook
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1ePQle in healthZ relatiPnshiQs anE marriages 
GPDus Pn the QPsitiWes anE trust eaDh Pther giWing 
the Pther QersPn the benemt PG the EPubt  
ɬJOLBCPVUIPXZPVXPVMESFTQPOEJOUIFGPMMPXJOH
scenarios with your spouse, and then share your 
thoughts with him or her. 
In eaDh PG these sDenariPs ZPu DPulE easilZ  
DhPPse tP Geel slighteE ignPreE Pr GrustrateE 
8as that ZPur mrst instinDt  %iE ZPu mnE that 
theres alsP a mPre positive waZ tP thinL PG eaDh 
PG the sDenariPs 
It shPulE be easZ tP see that when ZPu thinL 
mPre QPsitiWelZ abPut a situatiPn ZPure mPre 
liLelZ tP aDt mPre QPsitiWelZ with ZPur sQPuse 
EWen thPugh it might seem that hPw ZPu thinL 
abPut a situatiPn Kust happens ZPu Dan DPntrPl 
ZPur thinLing anE decide tP haWe a mPre QPsitiWe 
attituEe abPut ZPur sQPuse -earning tP EP this  
is a sLill that leaEs tP greater haQQiness anE  
satisGaDtiPn in marriage
#ut what iG ZPu gaWe ZPur sQPuse the benemt PG 
the EPubt anE ZPu were wrPng  8hen ZPuWe 
been let EPwn GreRuentlZ it maZ be EiĜDult GPr 
ZPu tP giWe ZPur sQPuse the benemt PG the EPubt 
In suDh Dases talLing abPut ZPur GrustratiPns anE 
EeDiEing tPgether hPw tP Dhange the situatiPn 
is imQPrtant EaDh Pne PG ZPu will neeE tP GPDus 
Pn Dhanging sPme behaWiPrs that are EistressGul 
tP the Pther as well as reinGPrDing the QPsitiWes 
InsteaE PG DPnstantlZ QPinting Put when a sQPuse 
EPes sPmething wrong trZ tP nPtiDe anE DPmment 
when ZPur sQPuse EPes sPmething right 'Pr 
eYamQle iG he Pr she DPnstantlZ GPrgets tP Dall 
when behinE sDheEule trZ EPing sPmething reallZ 
niDe the mrst time he Pr she EPes remember tP 
Dall 1ePQle tZQiDallZ resQPnE better tP Qraise than 
tP DritiDism
5iQ  t (iWe ZPur 
sQPuse the benemt 
PG the EPubt
Your spouse leaves early for work  
without waking you and  
telling you goodbye. 

You come home to a messy kitchen  
ERH½RH]SYVWTSYWITPE]MRKSYXWMHI 
with the kids. 

You have a 6:00 p.m. dinner date on  
the other side of town. It is now 5:45,  
and your spouse is still not home. 
“How thoughtful that he didn’t wake me!” 
or  
“She wanted me to rest as much as possible!” 
 
“How wonderful that she takes time  
to nurture the children!”  
or  
“What a wonderful involved dad he is!”

±7SQIXLMRKQYWXLEZIOITXLIVEXXLISJ½GI 
I’ll bet she’s upset that she’s running late!”  
or 
±-LSTIIZIV]XLMRK´WEPVMKLXMXMWRSXPMOI 
him to keep me waiting!”
Keys to a Healthy Marriage
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-ets GaDe it nP Pne is QerGeDtà ɬere will  
alwaZs be sPme things abPut ZPur sQPuse that 
EriWe ZPu Dra[Z sP it is WerZ imQPrtant tP nPt let 
the negatiWes in ZPur relatiPnshiQ PWershaEPw  
the QPsitiWes
5BLFBNJOVUFUPCSBJOTUPSNUIJOHTZPVSFBMMZ
MJLFBCPVUZPVSTQPVTF8SJUFUIFNEPXOIFSFBOE
DPNFCBDLUPUIFNUIFOFYUUJNFZPVmOEZPVSTFMG
GSVTUSBUFEXJUITPNFUIJOHBCPVUZPVSTQPVTF
5iQ  t 'PDus mPre 
Pn the QPsitiWes in 
ZPur sQPuse anE in 
ZPur marriage
10 Great Things About My Spouse!
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

;
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X=
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What You Do
In aEEitiPn tP thinLing in waZs that suQQPrt anE 
builE the relatiPnshiQ QePQle in healthZ marriages 
maLe a habit PG doing Dertain things that LeeQ 
their GrienEshiQ their DPmmitment anE their 
DPnneDtiPn strPng 4Pme PG these behaWiPrs maZ 
DPme mPre naturallZ GPr sPme QePQle than GPr 
Pthers hPweWer everyone Dan builE sLills in these 
areas with eěPrt anE QraDtiDe 
.BJOUBJOJOH(SPXJOH:PVS'SJFOETIJQ 
It shPulE DPme as little surQrise that DPuQles 
with a strPng GrienEshiQ Ruite naturallZ hanEle 
their DPnniDts better $PuQles are PGten WerZ gPPE 
in the beginning PG their marriage at EPing the 
LinEs PG things that enhanDe their GrienEshiQ anE 
QPsitiWe Geelings GPr eaDh Pther ɬe GPllPwing 
are suggestiPns that are GairlZ simQle but WerZ 
QPwerGul in maintaining anE grPwing ZPur 
GrienEshiQ thrPughPut ZPur liGe tPgether
:Pu maZ LnPw a lPt PG things abPut ZPur sQPuse 
alreaEZ but alwaZs striWing tP mPre EeeQlZ LnPw 
ZPur sQPuse Dan QPsitiWelZ aěeDt ZPur marriage 
ɬe mPre a sQPuse is aware PG the Eetails PG the 
Pther QersPns wPrlE 	his Pr her stressPrs hPQes 
liLes anE EisliLes
 the better the marriage  
,nPwing ZPur sQPuse well leaEs tP a strPng 
GrienEshiQthe true LeZ tP a lPnglasting  
healthZ marriage 
5iQ  t 'reRuentlZ 
asL ZPur sQPuse  
abPut his Pr her 
thPughts Geelings  
anE eYQerienDes
Test how well you know your spouse by answering the following true or false questions. True False
I can name my spouse’s best friends. 
I know my spouse’s favorite type of music. 
I know my spouse’s favorite movie. 
I know my spouse’s most stressful childhood event. 
I know my spouse’s most embarrassing moment. 
I know what my spouse would do if he or she won the lottery. 
I know what my spouse’s ideal job would be. 
I know my spouse’s ideal place to live. 
I know the things that currently cause my spouse stress. 
I know the names of the people that have irritated my spouse recently. 
I know some of my spouse’s life dreams. 
I am very familiar with my spouse’s religious beliefs. 
I know my spouse’s favorite and least favorite relatives.
I feel like my spouse knows me pretty well. 
I trust my spouse. 
My spouse trusts me. 
*$GDSWHGIURP7KH6HYHQ3ULQFLSOHVIRU0DNLQJ0DUULDJH:RUNE\-*RWWPDQ
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IG ZPu were able tP answer true tP mPre than halG 
PG the RuestiPns ZPu LnPw ZPur sQPuse GairlZ 
well IG nPt taLe sPme time tP mnE the answers tP 
these anE Pther imQPrtant RuestiPns abPut ZPur 
sQPuse It will imQrPWe ZPur GrienEshiQ anE ZPur 
DPmmitment tP ZPur sQPuse 4hare the answers 
Pn ZPur list with ZPur sQPuse anE EPnt Geel baElZ 
iG ZPu EiEnt LnPw a lPt PG things 6se this as an 
PQQPrtunitZ tP share with eaDh Pther EnKPZ the 
DPnWersatiPn anE maLe it a regular Qart PG ZPur 
time tPgether 
InterestinglZ it is nPt the big granEiPse EisQlaZs 
PG lPWe anE aěeDtiPn that LeeQ a marriage strPng 
It is the EailZ small QPsitiWe behaWiPrs anE habits 
that wPrL best 3esearDhers haWe eWen EisDPWereE 
a GPrmula amPng healthZ DPuQles there are mWe 
QPsitiWe behaWiPrs GPr eWerZ Pne negatiWe behaWiPr 
in the relatiPnshiQ 0Gten when DPuQles struggle 
in a relatiPnshiQ it is nPt neDessarilZ that there  
are lPts mPre negatiWe behaWiPrsit is that theZ 
haWe lPst the manZ EailZ LinE anE thPughtGul 
behaWiPrs anE rPutines that eYisteE in the earlZ 
Qart PG their relatiPnshiQ
5iQ  t 4hPw ZPur 
sQPuse in small waZs 
daily hPw muDh  
ZPu Dare
Exercise 1 
Before saying goodbye to your spouse in 
the morning, learn about one important 
thing that’s happening in his or her life that 
day.  This will break the habit of inattention 
that eventually turns couples into strangers. 
2 minutes per day
Exercise 2 
Decompress after work by discussing the 
most stressful parts of your day.  This will 
prevent job frustration from spilling over 
into your home life.  Also share your joys 
and successes.  When it is your spouse’s 
turn to talk, resist the urge to give advice. 
Instead, be supportive and say you under-
stand. Be a cheerleader for the joys and  
the challenges.
20 minutes per day 
Exercise 3 
Once a day, spontaneously tell your spouse 
you appreciate something he or she has 
done or that you admire a certain quality in 
him or her.
5 minutes per day
Exercise 4 
Show affection outside the bedroom by 
occasionally kissing or touching. 
5 minutes per day
Exercise 5 
Plan a date once a week, just like when you 
were single. Go someplace—just the two of 
you—and get reacquainted with each other. 
Once a week for at least 2 hours
"s EailZ QhZsiDal eYerDise builEs strPng bPEies 
there are sPme EailZ relatiPnshiQ eYerDises that 
builE strPng marriages Try these. Post these 
FYFSDJTFTPOUIFSFGSJHFSBUPSBOEUSZUIFN 
Couples report amazing results!
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1. How would you describe the
communication? 
POpen  
PClosed 
2. Within your family, how do
the members feel toward each 
other?
PSeparated
PConnected
3. The conversations in your
family tend to center around 
which topics?
PPeople
PFacts 
PFeelings 
PIdeas
4. To whom would you rather
talk?
PA parent 
PA sibling 
PA relative 
PA friend 
PNo one
5. How often would your
family members get together to 
talk about concerns?
PDaily   
PSeveral times a week   
POnly when there is a problem 
PNever
6. When did your family spend
time together in conversation?
PAfter school 
PAt mealtime  
PLate evenings  
POn weekends 
PNever
7. How would you describe your
family’s ability to handle change?
P+S[MXLXLI¾S[
PVery stressful  
PGet angry 
PResistant
8. Who made the major
decisions in the family?
PFather 
PMother 
PChildren 
PGrandparents 
PVaried
9. Are family members free to
disagree with one another?
PYes  
PNo
10. How would you describe the
overall tone of the conversation 
style in your family?
PQuiet  
PLoud   
PArgumentative  
PCritical
11. Are there topics at home
that are off limits for discussion?
PYes  
PNo
12. Do family members value
each other’s opinions?
PYes  
PNo
-FBSOJOHUP$PNNVOJDBUF 
$PmmuniDatiPn is the LeZ tP a gPPE relatiPnshiQ 
)Pw manZ times haWe ZPu hearE that  8ell it is 
true 'inEing waZs tP be heardanE tP listentP 
ZPur sQPuse are WerZ imQPrtant sLills GPr healthZ 
marriages 4Pme QePQle are reallZ gPPE at this 
Pthers neeE tP wPrL at it 
ɬe waZ ZPur GamilZ membersthPse ZPu grew 
uQ withDPmmuniDate with eaDh Pther has a 
great innuenDe Pn hPw ZPu interaDt with ZPur 
sQPuse It Dan helQ ZPu bPth tP eYamine the  
Qatterns PG DPmmuniDatiPn ZPuWe learneE  
$IFDLUIFBOTXFSTCFMPXUIBUCFTUEFTDSJCFZPVS
PSJHJOBMGBNJMZTDPNNVOJDBUJPOQBUUFSOT8FSFZPV
BXBSFPGZPVSBOEZPVSTQPVTFTGBNJMZQBUUFSOT 
CFGPSFDPNQMFUJOHUIJTRVFTUJPOOBJSF %JEZPV
NJTUBLFOMZUIJOLUIBUZPVXFSFCPUIGBNJMJBSXJUIUIF
TBNFDPNNVOJDBUJPOTUZMF 8IBUPGUFOIBQQFOTXIFO
UXPQFPQMFIBWFEJěFSFOUTUZMFTPGDPNNVOJDBUJPO 
5iQ  t 5alL abPut 
ZPur EiěerenDes in 
DPmmuniDatiPn 
Qatterns anE EeDiEe  
tPgether what areas ZPu 
will wPrL Pn sP that  
ZPu Dan DPmmuniDate 
mPre eěeDtiWelZ
*$GDSWHGIURP&RQQHFWLRQV5HODWLRQVKLSV
DQG0DUULDJHE\&.DPSHU7KH'LEEOH)XQG
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5iQ  t In talLing 
with eaDh Pther be 
sure that ZPu taLe 
turns anE maLe an 
eěPrt tP reallZ hear 
what ZPur sQPuse is 
saZing anE Geeling
It is imQPrtant tP remember that DPmmuniDatiPn 
is liLe a game PG tennis ɬeres a senEer anE 
theres a reDeiWeranE bPth PG these things 
haWe tP haQQen Pr the ball 	the message
 will be 
ErPQQeE 	nPt DPmmuniDateE
 
(et in the habit PG senEing anE reDeiWing in ZPur 
eWerZEaZ liGe tPgether 'Pr the senEer use iIw  
messages tP tell ZPur message GrPm ZPur 
WiewQPint GPr eYamQle
I am excited about ____________________ 
because ____________________.  
I am frustrated about ____________________ 
because ____________________. 
I am happy that ____________________ 
because ____________________. 
I am nervous or uneasy about __________________ 
because ____________________. 
I am hopeful about ____________________ 
because ____________________.
"s Pne sQPuse DPmmuniDates his Pr her thPughts 
anE Geelings the Pther sQPuse shPulE maLe an 
eěPrt tP reDeiWe anE unEerstanE the message 
thats being DPnWeZeE 0ne PG the easiest waZs tP 
GaDilitate unEerstanEing is bZ asLing ZPur sQPuse 
RuestiPns abPut what he Pr she has saiE
Receiving the inGPrmatiPn in DPmmuniDatiPn 
is usuallZ the mPre EiĜDult Qart GPr DPuQles 
1raDtiDe bZ saZing baDL tP ZPur sQPuse what ZPu 
hearE her Pr him saZ GPr eYamQle
i4PJTXIBUZPVSFTBZJOHy w
-et ZPur sQPuse DlariGZ iG neDessarZ 5aLe turns 
being the senEer anE the reDeiWer ɬis baDLanE
GPrth LinE PG DPmmuniDatiPn might Geel awLwarE 
at mrst but iG ZPu Dan maLe it Qart PG ZPur habit 
PG talLing with eaDh Pther in ZPur EailZ liGe it will 
enter intP ZPur DPmmuniDatiPn Qatterns when 
ZPure in DPnniDt 

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.BOBHJOH$POnJDU 
" maKPr EiěerenDe between satisGZing anE 
unsatisGZing relatiPnshiQs is nPt whether  
the DPuQle has DPnniDt it is hPw the DPnniDt 
is managed  
/P twP QePQle agree Pn absPlutelZ eWerZthing 
anE aWPiEing issues Pr trZing tP QretenE there is 
nPthing wrPng Dan Dreate maKPr QrPblems "ll 
human beings in relatiPnshiQs haWe DPnniDt nPw 
anE then $PnniDt EPesnt mean that theres 
sPmething wrPng with ZPur relatiPnshiQ
Its imQPrtant tP remember that how you 
communicate—how you respond to each other 
XIFOZPVSFJODPOnJDUDBOFJUIFSTUSFOHUIFOZPVS
relationship or tear it down. It is QPssible GPr a 
DPuQle tP learn healthZ waZs tP Eisagree anE nPt 
Eamage their relatiPnshiQ in the QrPDess It maZ 
eWen be QPssible tP resPlWe sPme  
QrPblems tPgether   
3BUFZPVSTFMGPOUIFGPMMPXJOHTUBUFNFOUT 
I use language that does not put a person on the 
defensive, such as telling my feelings rather than 
blaming or accusing. 
PI’m really good at this! 
PI’m okay at this. 
PI really need to work on this!
I am not immediately defensive when my spouse 
brings up an issue or problem.
PI’m really good at this! 
PI’m okay at this. 
PI really need to work on this!
I speak kindly to my spouse (no sarcasm or 
name-calling). 
PI’m really good at this! 
PI’m okay at this. 
PI really need to work on this!
I will apologize.  
PI’m really good at this! 
PI’m okay at this. 
PI really need to work on this!
I take time to listen to what my spouse is saying. 
(I’m not just thinking about what I’m going to say 
next while he or she is talking.) 
PI’m really good at this! 
PI’m okay at this. 
PI really need to work on this!
I stay engaged with my spouse and don’t just shut 
down and not try to talk things out.
PI’m really good at this! 
PI’m okay at this. 
PI really need to work on this!
)Pw EiE ZPu EP  8hZ is it imQPrtant tP LeeQ 
ZPur wPrEs GPDuseE Pn ZPurselG rather than 
Pn ZPur sQPuse  8hZ is it imQPrtant tP nPt 
immeEiatelZ resQPnE EeGensiWelZ  
)uman beings are EeGensiWe bZ nature "sL  
ZPur sQPuse tP hPlE uQ Pne hanE Qush ZPur 
hanE nat against his Pr her hanE anE watDh the  
reaDtiPn 8hat seems tP be the natural reaDtiPn  
5PQVTICBDLà
It shPulE be easZ tP unEerstanE that attaDL 
EeGenE is nPt a gPPE methPE PG DPmmuniDating 
with eaDh Pther IG ZPure attaDLing ZPur message 
is nPt getting thrPughthe Pther QersPn is tPP 
busZ Qushing baDL
8hat are sPme waZs tP aWPiE Pr mPWe Put PG this 
traQ  'irst VTFBTPGUFSTUBSU when ZPu haWe an  
issue Pr QrPblem ZPu want tP EisDuss "nger is 
usuallZ met with anger sP iG ZPu start with  
emPtiPns that are nPt sP strPng ZPur sQPuse is 
less liLelZ tP resQPnE with strPng angrZ emPtiPns 
8hen ZPure in an emPtiPnallZ DhargeE argument 
either Pne PG ZPu Dan Qull baDL anE reEuDe the 
DPnniDt leWel 1ush Pn ZPur sQPuses hanE again 
anE when he Pr she Qushes baDL relaY ZPur hanE 
in resQPnse 8hat EPes the Pther QersPn EP   
)FPSTIFVTVBMMZEPFTOUQVTIBTIBSE
ɬere are lPts PG Eiěerent waZs tP Qull baDL :Pu 
Dan intentiPnallZ talL mPre sPGtlZ anE slPwlZ :Pu 
Dan reaDh Put tP ZPur sQPuse emPtiPnallZ bZ  
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5iQ  t 6se LinE wPrEs anE a LinE tPne PG 
WPiDe Isnt it ama[ing hPw LinE anE QPlite we  
are tP GrienEs aDRuaintanDes anE eWen strangers  
%P ZPu sQeaL tP ZPur sQPuse with LinEness   
$PnsDiPuslZ wPrL Pn aEEing QPlite genuinelZ 
LinE wPrEs anE Qhrases tP ZPur EialPgue with 
ZPur sQPuse suDh as iQleasew ithanL ZPuw anE  
iI sP aQQreDiate when ZPuyw
ɬere is a management stZle that reDPmmenEs 
seWeral QPsitiWe strPLes GPr eWerZ Pne DPmQlaint 
Pr DritiRue giWen maLing it mPre liLelZ that the 
DPmQlaint will be reDeiWeE 	listeneE tP
 )aWe ZPu 
eWer wPrLeE with sPmePne liLe that  8hat EPes 
that Geel liLe  EWen in the miEst PG DPnniDt anE 
strPng emPtiPns ZPu Dan mnE sPmething abPut 
ZPur sQPuse that ZPu aQQreDiate anE ZPu neeE 
tP Werbali[e this It Dan gP a lPng waZ in sPPthing 
uQset Geelings 
5iQ  t %Pnt LeeQ things insiEe until ZPu Geel 
mlleE uQ anE then EumQ eWerZthing Put at PnDe 
IG ZPu DarrZ arPunE ZPur DPmQlaints anE harE 
Geelings anE then EumQ them all at PnDe Pn ZPur 
sQPuse it is mPre liLelZ that it will be tPP muDh 
GPr him Pr her tP hanEle anE he Pr she will be 
autPmatiDallZ EeGensiWe anE nPt hear what ZPu 
haWe tP saZ 4aZ what ZPure thinLing anE Geeling 
as sPPn as it is aQQrPQriate %Pnt wait GPr things 
tP builE uQ
5iQ  t "WPiE ultimatums 4tatements that 
begin with i:Pu better EP this Pr elseyw are nPt 
helQGul in resPlWing DPnniDt ɬeZ limit PQtiPns 
anE baDL ZPur sQPuse intP a DPrner GPrDing him 
Pr her tP maLe a DhPiDe neither PG ZPu maZ be 
haQQZ with 
5iQ  t EYQress 
sPme LinE PG 
aQQreDiatiPn beGPre  
Pěering a DPmQlaint
saZing i:Pu must be Geelingyw Pr bZ sharing ZPur 
emPtiPns anE asLing GPr helQ 
Its WitallZ imQPrtant tP use soothing behaviors 
anE tP mnE waZs tP LeeQ the angrZ emPtiPns 
manageable when ZPure in DPnniDt IG sPmePne 
beDPmes tPP uQset all the wPnEerGul LnPwleEge 
anE sLills ZPu haWe tP LeeQ ZPur DPnneDtiPn with 
ZPur sQPuse strPng Dan nZ right Put PG ZPur heaEà
.PSF5JQTGPS&ěFDUJWF 
$PNNVOJDBUJPO%VSJOH$POnJDU 
8ith ZPur sQPuse Qut a star bZ the tiQs belPw 
that ZPu thinL are esQeDiallZ imQPrtant GPr the 
twP PG ZPu 8rite these rules anE Pthers ZPu 
DPme uQ with tPgether Pn a QieDe PG QaQer anE 
QPst it sPmewhere ZPu will see it PGten 
5iQ  t %esDribe ZPur Geelings using iIw insteaE 
PG starting with iZPuyw 4tarting with iZPuw  
usuallZ Quts the QersPn Pn the EeGensiWe anE  
maZ start tP get him Pr her emPtiPnallZ uQset
5iQ  t 'PDus Pn the sQeDimD anE Durrent 
behaWiPr anE EPnt label the QersPn in a baE waZ 
iIw statements Dan be DPmbineE with a sQeDimD  
GPDus Pn the behaWiPr -abeling a QersPn Dan 
RuiDLlZ maLe that QersPn EeGensiWe anE uQset 
4ee hPw these are Eiěerent
t i:PVSFTVDIBTMPCw Wersus i*EMJLFJUJGZPVE
SFNFNCFSUPQVUUIFXFUUPXFMTJOUIFIBNQFSw
t i:PVSFUIPVHIUMFTTwWersus i*GFFMSFBMMZTBEUIBU
ZPVGPSHPUPVSBOOJWFSTBSZw
t i:PVOFWFSIFMQXJUIUIFDIJMESFOw Wersus i*EGFFM
NVDIMFTTTUSFTTFEJGZPVIFMQFEXJUIUIFDIJMESFOT
CFEUJNFSPVUJOFw
6suallZ an aQPlPgZ is almPst immeEiatelZ  
sPPthing tP ZPur sQPuses uQset Geelings It is a 
WerZ QPwerGul resQPnse
5iQ  t %Pnt be sP 
GPDuseE Pn winning 
#e able tP aQPlPgi[e
0DQ\RIWKHVHWLSVLQWKLVVHFWLRQDUHIURP6D\LQJ,'R&RQVLGHU
WKH3RVVLELOLWLHVE\-0DUVKDOO8WDK6WDWH8QLYHUVLW\([WHQVLRQ
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5iQ  t -isten tP what the Pther QersPn has 
tP saZ EaDh QersPn inWPlWeE has his Pr her Pwn 
QPint PG Wiew anE shPulE haWe the DhanDe tP 
eYQress it %Pnt interruQt eaDh Pther 5aLe  
turns anE listen 
%Pnt assume ZPu LnPw whats gPing Pn Pr hPw 
ZPur sQPuse Geels Pr thinLs $heDL anE reDheDL GPr 
unEerstanEing 
5iQ  t 4tate wishes anE wants DlearlZ anE 
EireDtlZ %Pnt beat arPunE the bush Pr maLe ZPur 
sQPuse guess what the QrPblem is " teDhniRue 
that Dan wPrL is 8I/ When ZPuyI Geel   
I NeeEy
5iQ  t %Pnt use seY tP smPPth PWer an 
argument 4eY Dan be a great Qart PG maLing uQ 
aGter ZPuWe wPrLeE thrPugh a DPnniDt with ZPur 
sQPuse but it is a QPPr substitute GPr reallZ  
unEerstanEing eaDh Pther Pn a EiĜDult issue  
"lsP EPnt withhPlE seY as a threat Pr use it in  
a maniQulatiWe waZ
5iQ  t %Pnt mght EirtZ %Pnt be QhZsiDallZ 
emPtiPnallZ Pr WerballZ abusiWe Pr maniQulatiWe 
%Pnt intentiPnallZ saZ Pr EP things that ZPu LnPw 
are uQsetting tP ZPur sQPuse 0G all the QePQle in 
the wPrlE ZPu QrPbablZ LnPw hPw tP hurt ZPur 
sQPuse mPst eěeDtiWelZ 3esQeDt ZPur sQPuse 
enPugh tP reGrain GrPm EirtZ mghting  
5iQ  t %Pnt giWe the silent treatment ɬe 
silent treatment is a GPrm PG Ruiet aggressiPn  
It will nPt helQ ZPu resPlWe anZthing anE PnlZ 
QrPlPngs the agPnZ PG the DPnniDt GPr bPth PG ZPu
 
)umPr Dan be a gPPE waZ tP Eeal with DPnniDt as 
lPng as it is nPt sarDastiD -PWing humPr Dan breaL 
the tensiPn PG an argument in a sQlit seDPnEà
5iQ  t 8hen the mght is PWer ErPQ it 'PrgiWe 
anE GPrget %Pnt LeeQ bringing uQ the mght Pr 
hPlE Pn tP ZPur anger PnDe an argument is PWer 
eWen iG it wasnt resPlWeE the waZ ZPu wanteE
4Pmetimes EireDt DPnGrPntatiPn is nPt the best 
waZ tP talL tP ZPur sQPuse abPut an issue  
8ritten wPrEs EPnt DarrZ Ruite as muDh emPtiPn 
as sQPLen wPrEs sPmetimes EP :Pur sQPuse maZ 
be mPre willing tP listen tP what ZPuWe written 
5iQ  t 6se these imQPrtant Qhrases i/Pw I 
unEerstanEw i.aZbe ZPure rightw anE iIm sPrrZw 
"nE gP aheaE anE aEE a GPurth tP that list  
iI lPWe ZPuàw
5iQ  t "lwaZs 
DheDL ZPur  
QerDeQtiPns
5iQ  t 5rZ writing 
EPwn ZPur Geelings
5iQ  t 6se humPr
5iQ  t $all  
timePuts anE GPuls
4Pmetimes it is neDessarZ tP taLe a shPrt breaL tP 
DPPl EPwn iG things get heateE #e sure tP DPme 
baDL tP the issue thPugh "lsP set uQ an agreeE 
uQPn waZ tP Dall a GPul Pr timePut iG ZPur sQPuse 
begins mghting EirtZ Pr breaLing ZPur rules GPr  
Gair mghting 
5iQ  t %Pnt taLe it Put Pn ZPur sQPuse  IG 
ZPure maE at sPmePne EPnt Zell at ZPur sQPuse 
:Pu Dan share ZPur saE Pr angrZ Geelings with 
ZPur sQPuse but be DareGul nPt tP maLe  ZPur 
sQPuse Geel liLe he Pr she is the target
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ɬF#JH3FE'MBHT 
ɬrPughPut ZPur marriage QaZ QartiDular 
attentiPn tP the GPllPwing GPur behaWiPrs whiDh 
are DPnsiEereE tP be esQeDiallZ EestruDtiWe anE 
QreEiDtiWe PG marital Gailure 
* ,QIRUPDWLRQLQWKLVVHFWLRQZDVDGDSWHGIURP7KH6HYHQ
3ULQFLSOHVIRU0DNLQJ0DUULDJH:RUNE\-*RWWPDQ
$ritiDism EeGensiWeness DPntemQt anE  
stPnewalling Dan sneaL intP eWen the best  
PG relatiPnshiQs 6nEPubteElZ an PDDasiPnal 
sniEe remarL will PDDur at sPme QPint in the 
marriage but be Pn alertiG a DPnsDiPus eěPrt is 
nPt maEe tP stPQ these behaWiPrs theZ Dreate a 
DZDle PG negatiWitZ that beDPmes inDreasinglZ 
EestruDtiWe anE EiĜDult tP stPQ 
5iQ  t #e Pn alert 
GPr the big reE nags  
DritiDism EeGensiWeness 
DPntemQt anE 
stPnewalling
Criticism 
There’s a big difference between complain-
ing and criticizing.  A complaint focuses on 
EWTIGM½GFILEZMSVWYGLEW±-´QERKV]]SY
didn’t put your clothes in the hamper.” 
Criticism goes the next step and assigns a 
GLEVEGXIVXVEMXWYGLEW±=SY V´IWSPE^]²
Defensiveness 
In response to a complaint, it might seem 
natural to defend yourself. But rather than 
defuse the attack, this response usually 
escalates it. Defensiveness is really a way of 
blaming your spouse. You’re saying, in effect, 
±8LITVSFPIQMWR´XQIMX W´]SY²
Contempt 
Too much negativity leads to conversa-
tions full of sarcasm, cynicism, and mockery. 
Contempt is poisonous to a relationship. 
It conveys disgust, and it eats away at any 
good in the relationship.
Stonewalling 
When there’s no hope of progress, one 
partner (the man in 85 percent of cases) 
simply tunes out. He doesn’t care; he 
doesn’t even appear to hear. Stonewalling 
usually arrives last. It represents a deadly 
disconnection.
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Managing  
Your Marriage
In this section, we’ll focus on using those thinking 
and doing skills when facing certain challenges.   
Managing Money
All marriages include the management of issues 
and tasks. One issue that all couples deal with 
is how to handle money. An important place to 
start is talking to each other about your values for 
spending.
What’s important to you? Why do you spend 
your money the way you do? If ten people were 
given a $100 bill, they would most likely spend it 
in entirely diěerent ways. Why? #ecause people 
are diěerent and value diěerent things. ɬe deep 
rooted beliefs you have about what is desirable 
and good are known as “values.” Values grow from 
personal experiences. You have made—and will 
continue to make—choices based on your values. 
Values are not necessarily right or wrong; they 
express what is most important to you. 
Families set goals based on their values. A major 
reason why many couples argue about money 
often involves diěering values and goals between 
partners. 
Read over the list below. Put a 1 beside the things 
that are most important to you. Put a 2 by the  
things you consider somewhat important and a 3  
by things that are not important to you. After you’ve  
completed the list, ask your partner to do the same. 
_____ religion 
_____ education 
_____ vacation 
_____ saving money 
_____ our own business 
_____ jewelry 
_____ family 
_____ health 
_____ cultural events 
_____ sports 
_____ job success 
_____ food 
_____ insurance 
_____ lots of money 
_____ friends 
_____ new car 
_____ pay off debts 
_____ clothes 
_____ entertainment 
_____ boat 
_____ other 

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Money-Talk Tips  
)ere are some tips that will help you eěectively 
manage your money together.
5ip 1 t 4et aside a regular time each month to 
discuss money issues (your budget, planned  
expenses, debtreduction plans
. #y having a  
regular meeting, you’ll spend less time overall  
and may avoid problems since you’ve set aside  
time to work together.  
5ip  t 6se a team approach. Respect each  
other’s diěerences, and work toward decisions 
both of you agree with. 
5ip  t ,eep each other up to date on all personal 
assets and debts. 
5ip  t %iscuss and come to agreements about  
how to use any extra money (such as tax refunds
.
5ip  t As you set mnancial goals, remember to be 
realistic, specimc, and nexible.
5ip  t Remember to use positive communication 
skills when discussing money.  Avoid language  
that will put your spouse on the defensive, such as  
criticizing, ridiculing, or demanding. 
* ,QIRUPDWLRQLQWKLVVHFWLRQZDVDGDSWHGIURP0DQDJLQJ
<RXU0RQH\E\($PHV2KLR6WDWH8QLYHUVLW\([WHQVLRQ
5ip  t 5alk regularly 
about ways to better 
manage your money.
5ip  t Write short 
and longrange mnancial 
goals together.
You have just won $10,000 in the lottery.  What  
will you do with the money? Decide how you 
[SYPHWTIRHXLIQSRI]ERH½PPMRXLIGLEVXFIPS[
$________for________________
$________for________________
$________for________________
$________for________________
$________for________________
$________for________________
$________for________________
$________for________________
You have just been laid off of your job.  You must  
make a major cut in spending.  What would you  
GYX½VWX#  
__________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
__________________________________________ 
Now compare your responses from above with 
your spouse’s. 
Do you both value the same things?  
 
Do you want more new clothing when your  
TEVXRIV[SYPHTVIJIVXSKSSRE½WLMRKXVMT# 
 
Do you and your partner agree on  
your spending values?  
 
Are you spending money on the things that are 
really important to both you and your family? 
It is hard enough for one person to decide which 
is more important, but even harder for two people to 
agree on the same things. Take some time to compare 
your actual spending to your rated priorities to see if 
they really do match. 
1
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Managing Work & Family 
6nfortunately, many couples get married 
without spending much time discussing their 
expectations about what their work and family 
life will be like. It is important that you and your 
spouse have a joint understanding of each other’s 
thoughts and expectations in these areas. 
Answer these questions individually, and then  
compare your answers with those of your spouse. 
 
Do you and your spouse both plan on  
working? 

If you both work, will one spouse’s job  
take priority over the other’s? 

Are you and your spouse in agreement  
about the type of work you both will do? 

Do you expect your spouse to be open  
to relocating if your job requires it?

If both you and your spouse do not need  
XS[SVOJSV½RERGMEPVIEWSRW[MPPFSXL 
work anyway? 

If your spouse became unemployed, for  
how long would you be comfortable being  
the sole provider?

How will your work affect your decisions of 
whether and when to have children?

Should either of you consider staying home to 
care for the children? Who should that be?

If both you and your spouse need or want to 
work, what are your childcare options? 

How many hours do you expect to work  
in a typical week?

What type of hours do you expect your 
spouse to work in a typical week?

Is career development or family life  
your top priority?
Whether one or both of you work, it is important 
for you to create a healthy balance between work 
and home.
Although it is impossible to completely separate 
your work life from your home life, there are 
some potential benemts to having a little  
separation between the two.  
Complete the following sentences so you’ll have a  
better understanding of how your work life spills 
over into your home life.  Read through your  
responses with your spouse. Which responses do you 
feel good about? Which responses show how your 
XPSLMJGFNJHIUCFOFHBUJWFMZBěFDUJOHZPVSIPNFMJGF 
 -J-[SVOSZIVXMQI[LIR-KIXLSQI 
___________________________________ 
%JXIVELEVHHE]EX[SVO[LIR-KIXLSQI 
____________________________________ 
 -J-JIIPLEWWPIHEX[SVO[LIR-KIXLSQI 
___________________________________ 
 -JQ]FSWWGSQTPMQIRXWQI[LIR-KIXLSQI 
___________________________________ 
 -JXLMRKWLEZIKSRI[IPPEX[SVO[LIR-KIX
home... 
___________________________________ 
 -JQ][SVOIRZMVSRQIRXLEWFIIRRSMW][LIR-
get home... 
___________________________________ 
 -J-´ZIFIIRFSVIHEX[SVO[LIR-KIXLSQI 
___________________________________ 
 -J-JIIPYRHIVTEMH[LIR-KIXLSQI 
___________________________________ 
 -J-´ZILEHXSXEOISVHIVWEPPHE][LIR-KIX
home...  
___________________________________ 
 -J-´QTVSYHSJQ]HE] W´[SVO[LIR-KIXLSQI 
___________________________________ 

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Tips for Managing Work & Family
$hanges don’t have to be big to make a diěerence. 
Try some of these pointers to help you manage 
the daily routines of work and family. 
Wake-up time 
t (et to bed earlier and get up earlier.
t (et ready before waking others.
t )ave children make their own lunches.
t $oordinate and share morning tasks with
your spouse.
t Take time for breakfast.
t 4et clocks ahead 10 minutes.
t Reward yourself for arriving at work on time.
After work/dinnertime 
t Transition with a change of clothes.
t Take time to listen and debrief about each
other’s day.
t 1repare meals together.
t 4it down for dinner together at the table.
t Allow each other some time alone.
t 4hare cleanup of the dishes and house.
t .ake the next day’s lunches.
Cleanup/bedtime 
t 4tick with an agreed TV cutoě time.
t %o a few maintenance chores daily (bills,
dusting
.
t Arrange items that you need access to in the
morning in a familiar place.
t 1lan and lay out what to wear tomorrow.
Balance vs. Stress - Now consider the level of balance or stress in your life. Circle your responses to the 
statements below as strongly disagree (SD), disagree (D), neither (N), agree (A), or strongly agree (SA). 
At the end of the day, I feel frustrated because I did not 
accomplish all that I planned to do. 
SD 
(1)
D 
(2)
N 
(3)
A 
(4)
SA 
(5)
-½RHQ]WIPJXV]MRKXSFIIZIV]XLMRKXSIZIV]FSH] SD (1)
D 
(2)
N 
(3)
A 
(4)
SA 
(5)
-LEZIHMJ½GYPX]WIXXMRKEWMHIXMQIJSVEGXMZMXMIW[MXLQ]WTSYWI SD (1)
D 
(2)
N 
(3)
A 
(4)
SA 
(5)
I feel good about how much my spouse contributes to the care 
and maintenance of our home.
SD 
(5)
D 
(4)
N 
(3)
A 
(2)
SA 
(1)
I often cannot participate in family activities because of my work. SD (1)
D 
(2)
N 
(3)
A 
(4)
SA 
(5)
I often cannot get work done because of commitments 
to my family.
SD 
(1)
D 
(2)
N 
(3)
A 
(4)
SA 
(5)
Tally the points that are associated with each of the responses you circled.  
If your score is 6 to 12 — you are probably doing well in managing your work/family balance.  
If your score is 13 to 20 — you may want to look at a few areas of work/family life and think of ways to 
reduce the stress a bit.   
If your score is 21 to 30 — it is important that you and your spouse discuss strategies for reducing your 
stress and restoring some balance to your life.
Keys to a Healthy Marriage
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If you’re really feeling oě balance, it may be  
important to put greater eěort into managing 
your time and stress load.
t .ake a list of weekly activities, and prioritize
them on a checklist.
t 4chedule time with your spouse each day.
t 4chedule your exercise each week.
t .aintain good nutrition and adeRuate sleep.
t 1lan something fun to do together as a couple at
least once a week.
t Talk with your employer if your workload is
creating too much stress or pressure for you.
#e  prepared to oěer some suggested strategies.
t Talk to your spouse if you feel that his or her
work is negatively aěecting your home life (using
the techniRues you’ve learned for positive
communication
. %evelop strategies together.
Managing  Home &  
House-Care Responsibilities
Look back on pg. 6 at the table showing marital 
role expectations. How much alike were your and 
your spouse’s responses to the Ruestions related 
to household tasks and family responsibilities?  
It is really not so important who does what and 
who does more or less, it is whether you agree how 
the homecare responsibilities should be handled and 
shared. You should each feel that the distribution 
of labor—how much and what each of you 
does—is fair.
If one or both of you do not feel good about your 
current situation—or if you’ve never discussed 
what your homecare responsibilities will be—it’s 
a good idea to do a little detailed work to set up a 
plan and an agreement.  
Take a few minutes to make the following lists.
List all of the household tasks that need to be 
done. (It helps to put the tasks into categories 
such as indoor work, outdoor work, childcare, 
mnancial management, and wage earning.

List how often each task needs to be done. (Is it 
daily, weekly, monthly, Ruarterly, or yearly?

List how long it takes to complete each task. 
List who will do or usually does the task. (Is 
it primarily your job, your spouse’s job, or a 
shared job?

Household task How often? How long? Who does it?

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Tips for Managing  
Housework Together 
One of the challenges for busy dualearner 
couples is carving out enough time to get the  
necessary household work done without cutting 
into personal, couple, and family time. ɬis  
problem is a source of stress in many 
relationships. While one solution would be 
to hire someone to help clean the house, most 
couples can’t aěord this.  Here are some tips on 
managing the “second shift.”
Tip 1 t 1rioritize. What really needs to be  
done and when? 4ome jobs are clearly more  
important than others. What must get done  
each day? What can wait until the weekend? 
What can children do?
A little planning can go a long way. Working out 
a plan of responsibility for household jobs—like 
the one suggested on pg. —can benemt both 
spouses in terms of their personal wellbeing as 
well as the health of their relationship. .aking a 
plan can also help clarify who is doing work that 
the other may not know about.
%ivide tasks by abilities, interests, and needs 
rather than simply by “men’s work” and “women’s 
work.” .ost couples today are dualearner 
couples, and the pattern of women doing all the 
“inside work” and men doing the periodic “outside 
work” is not often viewed as fair.  A wiser division 
of tasks allows for balanced sharing and  
individual preference. 
Tip  t #an micromanaging. .ake a rule 
that whoever does the task can do it his or her 
way without criticism. In the case of diěerent 
standards, partners can work to reach a 
compromise that both can live with.
Tip  t #e nexible. 4witch household jobs  
every now and then to minimize boredom. Also, 
allowing the other person to take responsibility 
for a household job might reveal some hidden 
talent or creativity.
Tip  t .ake a plan.
Tip  t %ivide tasks 
by abilities, interests, 
and needs.
Keys to a Healthy Marriage
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Managing Children 
Having children is clearly something to discuss 
with your spouse before you marry. %o you  
expect to have children with your spouse?  
How many?
Once you’ve decided you will have a child, you’ll 
need to discuss with your spouse what your 
solutions for work and childcare may be. 
Having children brings changes to a marriage.  
“We really wanted the baby,” 4haron says, her 
eyes brimming with tears. “And we still do. It 
just feels like we’ve grown farther apart since she 
came.” +im pipes in “#etween our jobs and caring 
for little 4amantha, there’s not much time for  
anything else.”
ɬe writer /ora Ephron summed it up pretty 
well, saying, “When you have a baby, you set  
oě an explosion in your marriage, and when the 
dust settles, your marriage is diěerent from  
what it was. /ot better, necessarily; not worse, 
necessarily; but diěerent.”
Adding a baby to the family represents a  
major life change for most couples. Children can 
bring new meaning and depth to a family. While 
children certainly bring joy, most couples mnd 
that responsibilities, routines, and relationships 
change in some ways after the baby comes. Many 
DPVQMFTOPUJDFUIBUQBSFOUIPPETFUTPěTPNFSJQQMFT
of relationship dissatisfaction for at least a couple 
of years after the baby arrives. For dualearner 
couples, the arrival of a child often changes the 
employment status of at least one partner. Even 
when these changes are desired and planned, they 
can be accompanied by negative feelings, maybe 
even depression. To add to the challenge,  young 
babies often pick up and respond negatively to 
stress, and this adds to the new parents’ 
problems.
According to the authors of Becoming Parents: 
How to Strengthen Your Marriage as Your Family 
Grows, new parents like 4haron and +im often 
show four related signs of stress: they keep score, 
their focus narrows, they resent pressures of the 
outside world, and they lose their perspective.
ɬFZLFFQTDPSF 
When stress levels are high, people begin  
noticing and comparing how much work they’re 
doing with what they think their partner is doing. 
ɬis is always dangerous because while 4haron 
is well aware of all that she is doing, it is hard for 
her to see everything that Jim is doing! And the 
things that 4haron does always seem more  
diĜcult and important to her than those that Jim 
Will one of you stay home after the  
child is born?  If so, who?  If so,  
for how long? 

Will you work at home? 

Will you ask family members outside 
of the home to provide childcare?

Will you hire someone from outside 
the home to provide childcare?

 Will you trade childcare with a 
 friend or neighbor?

Will you use the services of a  
daycare center? 
 
What are the advantages and 
disadvantages of each option?

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does. Lately, when she mnds herself keeping score, 
4haron tries to keep Ruiet until she can remind 
herself that Jim is working as hard as she is. #oth 
she and Jim have decided that the score is likely 
to even out over time.
ɬFJSGPDVTOBSSPXT 
When life gets intensely stressful with many 
demands, many people respond by focusing on 
one aspect of their lives (often the baby, work, a 
hobby
. ɬJTPOFBSFBCFHJOTUPFEHFPVUUIFPUIFST
and their world shrinks. ɬey may feel they don’t 
have time to relax, have fun, or do things in 
other areas of their lives. Of course, this can be a 
problem because the other partner may begin to 
feel very resentful. Jim began focusing more and 
more on work in the months after the baby came. 
4haron felt that she could barely make contact 
with him anymore. When they mnally talked 
about this, Jim was shocked. He felt that he was 
being a good provider. %uring this emotional 
conversation, Jim promised to not let work take 
over his life.
ɬFZSFTFOUUIFQFPQMFQSFTTVSFTBOEBDUJWJUJFT 
PGUIFPVUTJEFXPSME 
#ecause time is tight and sleep is precious, new 
parents often feel overwhelmed by what used to 
be normal social ties and activities. ɬe tendency 
is to cut oě those pressures, and it is hard to  
remember that sources of pressure can also be 
sources of support. 4haron began noticing that 
her sister and mother were planning big family 
dinners far too often. ɬe resentment built until 
she blew up at them one morning and accused 
them of trying to stretch her too thin. ɬat’s 
what it felt like! After cooling down and talking 
with Jim, 4haron realized that the family dinners 
were no more freRuent than before the baby. 4he 
realized that she really cherished those chances to 
see other family members. 4he and Jim worked 
out a plan for attending some, but maybe not 
all, the dinners. For this young family, it worked 
best to set realistic boundaries but keep the 
relationships alive.
ɬFZMPTFUIFJSQFSTQFDUJWF 
What used to be little things can sometimes look 
unbearably large after the arrival of a little one. 
1reviously accepted standards may have to shift. 
Jim had never thought of himself as a neatfreak, 
just a somewhatcleanerthanaverage guy. When 
4haron went back to work and the newly walking 
baby began wreaking havoc on the house, Jim  
felt constantly irritated. One day he blew up at  
4haron. “Can’t you at least get this mess cleaned 
up?” After some time for cooling oě, Jim realized 
that making messes is part of the way that just
Keys to a Healthy Marriage
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walking babies learn about the world and that 
4haron only made it home an hour before him. 
In the end, he decided that it was really not a big 
deal, certainly not worth his energy nor hurting 
4haron. ɬese problems are hard to avoid 
completely, but it can help to recognize them and 
try to have realistic expectations. 
When diĜculties do arise, expert John (ottman 
has some advice: stay calm, speak nondefensively 
with your partner, and take the time to express 
understanding of his or her position. 4ome 
couples have diĜculty communicating when 
they’re having a disagreement. When couples 
decide to talk about connicts, they should avoid 
putdowns and negative assumptions about their 
partner. Rather than waiting for connicts to occur, 
prevention is a wise investment. 
/ew parents in dualearner families are often 
especially challenged to mnd time to focus on 
their relationship, and many feel guilty when they 
do take the time. 4etting aside some time, even 
small amounts throughout the day and week, can 
be very nourishing for a relationship strained by 
a loved but needy new child. Once the new baby 
has settled into a reasonably predictable pattern, 
new parents can actually plan some little dates 
throughout the day. ɬese can be as brief as mve 
minutes (a morning snuggle, an evening bath 
after baby falls asleep, and/or a brief but sincere 
“how was your day” followed by active listening 
to the response
. Finding ways to have fun and 
nurture friendship is important. While some 
dual-earner new parents feel guilty about spending 
nonworking time away from their child, keep in 
mind that a healthy relationship between two 
parents is the best gift they can give their child. ɬe 
parents’ relationship with one another has been 
called the child’s blueprint for his or her future 
relationships. It makes sense to invest in keeping 
your relationship strong even when time is tight.
*,QIRUPDWLRQLQWKLVVHFWLRQZDVDGDSWHGIURP,QWHQWLRQDO
+DUPRQ\E\$:LOH\8QLYHUVLW\RI,OOLQRLV
Recommended Reading
Becoming Parents: How to Strengthen Your 
Marriage as Your Family Grows. 1999. Pamela 
Jordan, Scott Stanley & Howard Markman. 
Jossey-Bass, publisher.
What Children Learn from the Parents’  
Marriage: It may be your Marriage but it’s your 
Child’s Blueprint for Intimacy. 2000. Judith P. 
Siegal. HarperCollins, publisher.
Why Marriages Succeed or Fail. 1994. John 
Gottman. Simon & Schuster, publisher. 
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Managing In-Laws  
Our parents and other members of our extended 
family can be sources of support—and sources  
of stress.  
Take a few minutes to answer the following questions 
with your spouse about your thoughts and feelings 
about your in-laws.
Rank the following people as to their  
likelihood of being problematic in your 
relationship with your spouse.  
 
By what titles do you address your in-laws?  
Do the titles you use indicate your types  
of relationships? 
 
%VI]SYWEXMW½IH[MXL]SYVMRPE[ 
relationships? Why or why not?  
 
Which set of in-laws is most likely to  
give you aid or any kind of help?  
 
Which mother is most likely to be asked  
for child-rearing advice? 
 
Which mother is most likely to give  
child-rearing advice?  
 
In the later years of life, are you likely to  
become caregivers of your parents or in-laws? 
If so, how will that affect your relationship?  
 
If an elderly parent or in-law needs to live  
with your family, which of your elderly  
parents/in-laws would likely be the least  
stressful to have living with you? 
If you have a diĜcult relationship with your in
laws, it can have some devastating conseRuences 
on your marriage. ɬe more mutual respect and 
appreciation you have for your inlaws, the more 
security and stability you and your spouse will 
have in your marriage. Try these suggestions for 
building a strong relationship with your inlaws.
4eek approval. If you aren’t yet married, seek 
the approval of your parents and your spouse’s 
parents for your marriage. If you have their 
approval, you’re more likely to have their long
term support. 
,now what to call them. Ask your inlaws what 
they would like you to call them. 4ome might 
prefer that you call them .om and %ad, but 
others might prefer you call them by their mrst 
names. Finding this out will help you feel more 
comfortable with one another. Also, this may 
change over time.
(et your own place. 4ome couples, for one reason 
or another, decide to start their married lives 
together by living with one set of parents. ɬis 
rarely works out well. It will be diĜcult both for 
you and the parents with whom you are living. 
Having your own place is a crucial step toward 
independence and marital happiness. 
#e independent together. You are beginning your 
own nuclear family.  You and your spouse should 
make your own decisions regarding such issues 
as schooling, mnances, children, and employment. 
Asking your parents or inlaws for advice is okay, 
_____ Father-in-law  
_____ Mother-in-law 
_____ Stepfather-in-law  
_____ Stepmother-in-law  
_____ Sister-in-law  
_____ Brother-in-law  
_____ Other extended family member 
_____________________________ 
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but make sure you and your spouse make the mnal 
decisions together. 
4et boundaries together. When you get married, 
it is a good idea for you and your spouse to set 
boundaries so that inlaws are clear about your 
time and privacy limits. ɬis may involve a  
discussion of how often and how long you visit 
each other’s families, whether it is okay for them 
to drop by your home unannounced, or whether 
weekly family dinners together are too much. 
1olitely letting your parents know how you feel 
will help them know when and how often they’re 
welcome in your new home. Also, it is important 
that each of you present your ideas directly to your 
own parents.
4hare some activities. Identify some social and/or 
recreational activities that both you and your in
laws enjoy. %oing some things with your inlaws 
will help you get to know them better and feel 
more comfortable with them. 
Appreciate them. #e sure to thank your inlaws 
for anything they do for you, including being the 
parents of the spouse you love. 
Avoid mnancial puppetry. Remember that 
mnancial support from inlaws could have strings 
attached, and you may end up feeling like they’re 
using those strings to manipulate you. ,now 
what strings, if any, are attached to their support, 
and abide by those expectations, or don’t accept 
the money to begin with. 
Focus on their strengths. As with all relationships, 
it is always best not to focus on the negatives. 
Accept any diěerences that exist, and look for 
positive attributes.
*,QIRUPDWLRQLQWKLVVHFWLRQZDVDGDSWHGIURP6D\LQJ,'R&RQVLGHU
WKH3RVVLELOLWLHVE\-0DUVKDOO8WDK6WDWH8QLYHUVLW\([WHQVLRQ
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Remarriages
Myths & Realities 
About 50 percent of all marriages in a year are 
remarriages for one or both spouses. Remarriages 
and marriages that form stepfamilies (one or 
both spouses have children from a previous 
relationship) are more complex from the start.  
It’s vital that couples forming stepfamilies learn 
some specimc information about how to build 
healthy stepfamilies. 
Take the following quiz, and see if you can identify 
what is reality, or true, and what is a myth, or false.
True False
1. Attachment between stepparent and stepchildren needs to occur quickly.
'LMPHVIREKIWXSYWYEPP]LEZIXLIQSWXHMJ½GYPXXMQIEHNYWXMRKXSE
new stepfamily. 
3. Children of divorce and remarriage are forever damaged. 
4. The stories and myths about wicked stepmothers do not affect today’s
stepfamilies.
5. It is not unusual for a stepfamily to take at least 4 years or more to feel like
a solid family unit. 
-XLIPTWWXITJEQMP]EHNYWXQIRXMJXLIRSRVIWMHIRXMEPTEVIRX[MXLHVE[W
7. Living in a stepfamily formed after a parent dies is easier than living in a
stepfamily formed after a divorce. 
8. Part-time stepparenting is easier than full-time stepparenting.
9. A strong couple relationship is an important part of forming a strong stepfamily.
10. A stepparent living with a stepchild has the same legal rights as the
biological parent.
Answers 
1. False: More than likely, attachment between
stepparent and stepchildren won’t happen right 
away. It takes time, often years, for family members 
to get used to, accept, and adapt to different family 
histories, rules, routines, and individual habits, attitudes, 
values, and rituals. The more new relationships to 
be formed, the more time it will take. Keep the 
following in mind.
8LIWXITTEVIRXWLSYPHRSXI\TIGXXSXEOIETEVIRXEP
or disciplinarian role with stepchildren in the
beginning years.
8LIFMSPSKMGEPTEVIRXWLSYPHRSXI\TIGXXLI
stepparent to feel the way he or she does about
a biological child. 
 -RKIRIVEPXLISPHIVXLIGLMPHVIRXLIPSRKIVXLI
process of adjustment.
2. True: Older children have the most history
with biological parents and typically have the  
JSPPS[MRKGLEVEGXIVMWXMGWQEOMRKMXQSVIHMJ½GYPX
JSVXLIQXSEHNYWXXSEWXITJEQMP]
 (IZIPSTQIRXEPP]XLI]EVIZIV]WIPJJSGYWIHERH
may think you’ve messed up their lives with all
these changes.

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8LI]LEZIXLIGETEGMX]XSJSGYWSR[LEXSXLIVW
think. They may feel embarrassed by the divorce
and the remarriage. 
8LI]EVIQSWXWYWGITXMFPIXSPS]EPX]GSR¾MGX
dilemmas (feeling caught between their parents). 
(IZIPSTQIRXEPP]XIIRWEVIZIV]JSGYWIHSR
relationships and actively process and think about
what they mean. 
=SYRKIVGLMPHVIRXLMRO[MXLPIWWGSQTPI\MX]8LI]
are often more willing to be inclusive and open to
accepting more than two parents.
3. False: It’s important to know that most children
of divorced parents (more than 80 percent) do 
well despite increased risks to their well-being. 
There is a lot of variation—and there is a lot that 
families and communities can do to support children’s 
HIZIPSTQIRXEJXIVXLI]´ZII\TIVMIRGIHHMZSVGI 
and/or remarriage.
4. False: Stereotypes can set up expectations
and affect everyday life. Parents should discuss 
preconceived notions about relationships and 
stereotypical thinking with their children.
5. True: Instant love or instant blending of a
stepfamily does not exist—that is an unrealistic  
expectation. Most stepfamilies take years to adjust.
6. False: When a child has no contact with a
parent, he or she may build fantasies about that 
other parent. 9RPIWWXLIVIMWEFYWIEGLMPHFIRI½XW
from contact with both biological parents.
7. False: A child who has had a parent die may
build fantasies about that parent and may have a 
standard that the stepparent cannot live up to.  
8LIGLMPHQE]EPWSJIIPNIEPSYW]SVVIWIRXQIRX 
toward the stepparent. It’s important to allow a child 
time to process a parent’s death. Most will need some 
professional help.
8. False: The role of the stepparent is usually
even less clear when stepchildren are part-
time residents of a household. It works best if 
the biological parent is the primary parent and 
disciplinarian and the stepparent supports this role.
9. True: The couple relationship is the newest
and the weakest link and therefore is the most 
vulnerable. Taking time together as a couple and 
working to build strengths in the couple relationship 
are key to successful stepfamily living. 
10. False: Stepparents are not automatically
recognized as legal caretakers of their stepchildren. 
Stepparents cannot sign consent forms or 
authorize medical services unless authorization is 
formally given by the biological parent.  Also, there 
are no legal ties to stepchildren if the biological 
parent dies or if the couple divorces.
Answers (continued)
Strategies for Stepparenting 
Because the “baby carriage” came before the “love” 
and “marriage” in stepfamilies, it is vital that couples 
discuss the approach they’ll take in parenting their 
children. Below are some tips developed from 
studying the patterns of successful stepfamilies. 
Develop realistic expectations for a stepparent/
stepchild relationship. Don’t expect instant love 
from stepchildren. You can expect respectful behavior, 
and your spouse should help you emphasize this, 
but you cannot expect a child to care for you the 
way he or she cares for a parent they’ve spent 
many years with. In turn, behave respectfully 
toward your stepchild by acknowledging his or 
her feelings, concerns, and desires. Modeling this 
behavior usually results in a stepparent’s being 
treated respectfully. ɬFSFJTSBSFMZBQFSGFDUCMFOEJOH
in stepfamilies, where everyone in the family feels 
the same level of connection to each other. ɬere 
can be diěerent levels of closeness for each pair. 
In stepfamilies, it’s most important that family 
members are TBUJTmFE with the level of closeness they 
have with each family member and realize that it is 
okay to feel closer to some than others. 
Discuss your role with your spouse. Stepparents 
sometimes feel compelled to step in as a “savior” for 
the parent who’s been having a hard time with the 
children, taking over to provide order and discipline 
and often the biological parent is in favor of this. 
ɬFDPVQMFTIPVMESFBMJ[FIPXFWFSUIBUDIJMESFOBSF
often not ready for a stepparent in a disciplinarian role, 
so this is usually doomed to failure.
Sometimes stepparents see their spouses as “too 
easy” on the children and want to enforce stricter 
discipline in the home right from the beginning.  
A discussion is necessary. Biological parents  
need to take time to hear and understand the 
stepparent’s input, but stepparents need to take  
a more gentle, nonjudgmental stance and hear the 
biological parent’s point of view. A helpful model 
is that the stepparent gives input into how things are 
EPOFCVUUIFCJPMPHJDBMQBSFOUSFUBJOTUIFmOBMTBZ 
until the children are ready for the stepparent to take 
a larger role in their lives.
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Determine the roles of the primary parent and 
the secondary parent. Parenting usually includes 
having disciplinary power. A stepparent should 
take his/her time with this, especially with older 
children and teens. ɬe biological parent should 
remain the primary disciplinarian in the early 
years of stepfamily development. When both 
biological and stepparent are present, discipline 
is best administered by the biological parent 
until the child is ready to accept the stepparent 
as a disciplinarian. When the biological parent is 
not present, the stepparent operates much like a 
babysitter or an aunt or uncle. You are an adult 
in charge, but you are not the parent. You enforce 
the rules of the house; for example, you say, “ɬis 
is the rule of the house. Homework is done 
before television.” 
You can respond to “You’re not my parent,” with 
“Yes. You are right. You have a mom and a dad, 
and I’m not going to replace either one of them. 
You and I are going to get to know each other a 
bit at a time. Meanwhile, though, I’m the adult in 
charge here tonight, and the rule is no television 
until homework is done.” 
As children get more comfortable, a stepparent 
can become more of a primary disciplinarian.  
Follow the child’s lead—do not force parental status. 
As time goes by, you and your spouse can help  
the children understand that just as a parent  
can have more than two children and care for 
each in a special way, so can a child have more than  
two parents and respect and care for each in a 
special way.
A rule of thumb is that a child’s age is the  
number of years it may take for the stepparent  
to transition into full parental status; therefore, 
for children who are adolescents when the 
stepfamily forms, it is probaby not realistic to 
expect that a stepparent will ever serve in a full 
parental role—and that’s okay. ɬe stepparent 
can still be an important, loving, respected adult 
in the child’s life. 
Even if the children are young when the 
stepfamily is formed, it is not always a straight 
path toward two primary parents. It is not 
uncommon for a couple to choose to revert to 
primary/secondary parental roles during adolescence. 
ɬis can serve to protect the stepparent/stepchild 
relationship. Adolescence is usually a challenging 
time for parents, and the biological parent/child 
relationship is usually more resilient in the face of 
these challenges.
Remember, though, that secondary parenting 
doesn’t mean “second-class.” ɬis is an important 
issue for stepparents. Within the implementation 
of these suggestions for the primary/secondary 
parenting team in stepfamilies, the biological 
parent should ensure that the stepparent is  
treated respectfully. 
Learn about child development. If you are not 
a biological parent or if your own children are 
younger than your spouse’s children, read up 
on child development. Realistic expectations for 
children’s behavior is an important starting point 
when dealing with children. It is not an excuse for 
inappropriate behavior, but it often provides  
some understanding of what might be going on 
and what the child’s capabilities are. 
ɬis information might help you determine 
what are stepfamily issues and what are 
developmental issues. Often, stepparents assume 
that inappropriate behavior is directed at them 
because they are the stepparent. If you look closer, 
the biological parent is probably receiving similar 
treatment, and the child’s developmental stage 
has more to do with the behavior. 
Develop the relationships in the family one-
to-one. In the early years of the stepfamily, 
the stepparent should focus on building a 
relationship with each of the stepchildren 
individually. Although doing things as a family 
seems like a good idea, for stepfamilies, it’s 
actually better to plan one-to-one activities to 
build and strengthen relationships. Try to mnd 
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activities that are unique—that can become “your” 
activity with your stepchild—such as being the 
adult partner in your stepson’s Boy Scout group 
or being the one to take your stepdaughter to 
basketball practices and games. Also, remember to 
allow the biological parent to maintain regular alone 
times with each child as well.
Empathize. Although it can be normal to feel 
defensive, it is important to try to put yourself 
in the other person’s place—to empathize. Both 
adults and children in stepfamilies should try to 
empathize with the other’s feelings and situations. 
ɬis can go a long way in easing connicts and 
reaching compromise. 
Stepfamily living brings together diěerent 
histories, and family members usually deal with 
many diěerences—from seemingly small (“What 
do you mean you don’t sort the small forks from 
the large ones?”)—to major (“You’re turning 
your child into a spoiled brat!”). When dealing 
with diěerent views and patterns of behavior, 
mrst, spend as much time and energy trying to 
understand other stepfamily members as you do 
trying to get them to understand you. When your 
spouse or child tells you something threatening 
(“I’m jealous.”), take a deep breath. Calm yourself; 
then tell them what you do understand before 
you respond with your point of view. ɬis is not 
the same as agreeing. It is simply letting the other 
person know you hear and understand him or her. 
It is then easier for them to hear what you have 
to say. Try to imagine yourselves in each other’s 
position.
Acknowledge that a child can be part of two 
households. In order to prevent loyalty connicts 
for the children, it is important that both you and 
your spouse not badmouth the other parent. As long 
as there’s no threat to the child either physically 
or mentally, the child should spend time with the 
nonresidential parent and should be supported in 
that relationship. Even if the other parent does 
not return this support, continue to validate 
the child’s feelings for and relationship with the 
other parent. ɬis approach has a much better 
chance of enhancing your relationship with your 
stepchild than if you speak badly of someone he 
or she cares about. In addition, don’t involve the 
DIJMESFOJODPOnJDUTXJUIUIFOPOSFTJEFOUJBMQBSFOU 
or quiz them about the other parent’s activities.
If the other parent behaves badly, acknowledge 
the behavior in a neutral tone; for example, “Your 
dad does say bad things about me sometimes. 
ɬat must be really confusing for you. Most kids 
would mnd that hard. I’m sorry he feels that way. 
Hopefully, with time that might change.”
Also talk in a neutral tone about diěerences 
between households. Consistency of household 
rules is rarely achieved. Children can adjust to 
two separate sets of rules. “In your dad’s house, 
you can watch as much TV as you want, but you 
can’t eat in the family room. In this house, your 
TV time is limited, but you are allowed to have 
snacks in other rooms if you clean up afterward.” 
You and your spouse should continually speak 
in ways that help your children sort out feelings 
of  “split loyalties.” “You’ll always love your daddy, 
and he’ll always be your daddy, no matter who 
else you love or like. I know I’m brand new to 
you. We’re getting to know each other a step at a 
time, and over time, I hope we’ll become closer 
and closer. ” 
Strengthen the couple relationship. ɬe couple 
relationship creates the family, yet it’s the newest 
relationship in the family and therefore the most 
vulnerable. One of the main reasons couples 
redivorce is due to problems with stepchildren. 
To avoid becoming part of this statistic, it is 
important that you build in time to nurture your 
couple relationship and that you communicate 
well with each other. Work on the marriage itself, 
and you’ll mnd that the negotiations around 
stepfamily issues go much more smoothly. Often, 
the issues presented as stepfamily issues are 
actually markers of the quality of the couple 
relationship. 
* ,QIRUPDWLRQLQWKLVVHFWLRQZDVDGDSWHGIURP6PDUW6WHSV
(PEUDFHWKH-RXUQH\E\)$GOHU%DHGHU
'STEVIRXMRK[
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Find resources and use them early on. Read 
about stepfamily development together. Discuss 
how you each see the other’s role. Discuss your 
parenting plan and philosophy. Take a class 
especially for stepfamilies. Take a marriage 
education class. 6tilize family therapy or 
counseling early on when issues present 
themselves. Make sure the counselor or therapist 
is someone knowledgeable in stepfamily 
formation and dynamics.
Millions of adults in this country are parenting 
nonbiological children—and the numbers are 
growing at such a rate that estimates are that half 
of all Americans will be in a step relationship in 
their lifetimes. Some experts believe that soon 
stepfamilies will be the most common family 
form. Because stepfamilies are formed diěerently 
from mrst families and because they are usually 
more complex, it’s important for a stepparent 
and his or her spouse to think through and plan 
their interactions with the children in the family 
based on models of successful stepfamilies, not 
mrst families. ɬese actions can help a stepfamily 
run more smoothly and can create a healthy 
environment for the adults and the children in 
the family (Papernow  Adler-Baeder. 00).
Recommended Resources
National Stepfamily Resource Center 
www.stepfamilies.info
6WHSIDPLO\5HODWLRQVKLSV'HYHORSPHQW
'\QDPLFVDQG,QWHUYHQWLRQV
/DZUHQFH*DQRQJ	0DULO\Q&ROHPDQ
6SULQJHUSXEOLVKHU
Coparenting with Expartners 
In many new marriages, one or both of you will 
continue to deal with the other biological parent 
of a child (usually an expartner or exspouse). 
ɬese coparenting relationships can often be 
challenging. One parent may make it diĜcult for 
the other parent to visit the child. Another parent 
may use late child-support payments as a form of 
getting back at the other parent. Connict between 
households is stressful for the children, stressful 
for the adults, and stressful for your marriage. 
It is important for everyone, therefore, to build 
cooperative relationships with your children’s 
other parent(s).  
An important mrst step in managing the  
coparenting relationship is to ensure that you  
are appropriately separated from the other parent 
and appropriately connected. In healthy patterns 
of partner and family transitions, two biological 
parents who are no longer together move from 
an intimate relationship to a nonemotional, more 
businesslike relationship.
Intimate 
 1ER]EWWYQTXMSRW
 9RWTSOIRYR[VMXXIR
 expectations 
 -RJSVQEP
 ,MKLIQSXMSREPMRXIRWMX]
 and personal involvement 
 0S[TIVWSREPTVMZEG]
 ,MKLTIVWSREPHMWGPSWYVI
Businesslike 
 2SEWWYQTXMSRW
 )\TPMGMXEKVIIQIRXWGSRXVEGXW
 *SVQEPGSYVXIWMIWWXVYGXYVIH
MRXIVEGXMSRWQIIXMRKWWTIGM½G
 agendas 
 0S[IQSXMSREPMRXIRWMX]ERH
 personal involvement 
 ,MKLTIVWSREPTVMZEG]
 0S[TIVWSREPHMWGPSWYVI
* ,QIRUPDWLRQLQWKLVVHFWLRQZDVDGDSWHGIURP
0RP·V+RXVH'DG·V+RXVHE\,5LFFL

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It is also useful to consider the range of coparenting 
practices. Although a cooperative coparenting 
relationship is ideal, the reality for most parents 
is that they move up and down a continuum of 
coparenting, depending mostly on how they manage 
the inevitable connicts that can arise. ɬe main 
diěerence between parallel parenting and cooperative 
coparenting is the amount and type of interaction 
between parents. Parallel parents communicate 
only when absolutely necessary and have little 
direct communication, such as face to face or by 
phone. Instead, they put things in writing or ensure 
that someone neutral is present or they’re in a 
neutral place when they’re communicating directly. 
Cooperative coparents can speak directly to each 
other more frequently about the business  
of parenting.
ɬere may be times when direct communication 
is going well and then something occurs that 
initiates connict (such as a remarriage), and all  
attempts to communicate eěectively repeatedly 
fail. You should consider moving toward more  
Coparenting - Rate your level of involvement with your child’s other parent to see which relationship model 
MWQSWXPMOI]SYVW'MVGPI]SYVVIWTSRWIWXSXLIWXEXIQIRXWFIPS[EWWXVSRKP]HMWEKVII7(HMWEKVII(RIMXLIV
(N), agree (A), or strongly agree (SA). 
I make lots of assumptions about my child’s other parent. 7( (1)
( 
(2)
N 
(3)
A 
(4)
SA 
(5)
We are so close we do not need to talk about our expectations. 7( (1)
( 
(2)
N 
(3)
A 
(4)
SA 
(5)
We are very informal with each other. 7( (1)
( 
(2)
N 
(3)
A 
(4)
SA 
(5)
Our relationship is very emotionally intense. 7( (1)
( 
(2)
N 
(3)
A 
(4)
SA 
(5)
We each maintain a high level of personal privacy. 7( (5)
( 
(4)
N 
(3)
A 
(2)
SA 
(1)
We do not tell each other a great deal of personal information. 7( (5)
( 
(4)
N 
(3)
A 
(2)
SA 
(1)
Add up the numbers associated with each of your responses.  The higher your score, the more likely it 
is that you have an over-involved and inappropriately connected, coparenting relationship.  A score 
of 15 or more may threaten your marriage, as overinvolvement with an expartner can interfere with 
your efforts to build a strong and stable marriage.
Parallel 
Parenting
Cooperative 
Coparenting
'STEVIRXMRK[
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parallel parenting and make attempts over time 
to re-establish your previous level of cooperative 
coparenting.
A cautionary note: Cooperative coparenting  
is not appropriate when domestic violence has  
occurred between parents. Cooperative coparenting 
requires face-to-face contact between parents and 
should not be used if one parent feels he or she may 
be in danger. Safety is the primary goal.
Tips for Coparenting  
ɬe following are some suggestions for all  
coparents, no matter what the level and style 
of coparenting. 
Tip  t 6se respectful words, and don’t put each 
other down, particularly in front of the children. 
Don’t use sarcasm or make snide or hurtful 
remarks.
Tip  t Say positive things about each other, 
particularly when the children are present.
Tip  t Don’t make promises you can’t keep.
Tip 5 t Don’t make the children feel they must 
choose between you and the other parent.
Tip 6 t Encourage your children to love and 
respect the other parent. Encourage their  
connection with the other parent.
Tip  t Send messages to each other directly. 
Don’t use the children as messengers.
Tip 10 t Call a time-out when a discussion  
becomes too intense. Stop and separate so that 
you both can calm down. If this pattern continues, 
it is best to take a longer time-out from direct  
face-to-face communication for a while and use 
other methods of communicating information.
Tip 11 t Allow for each other’s parenting styles. 
Pick your battles. As long as the child is safe, 
emotionally and physically, he or she can adjust 
to diěerent parenting styles and rules between 
households.
Tip 1 t Practice good communication skills 
if you need to discuss an issue.
Tip 1 t Ask new partners and members of your 
family to respect these guidelines as well.
Often, parents who are following these types of rules 
become frustrated if the child’s other parent is not. 
ɬe recommendation is to just keep doing what 
you’re doing. ɬis is what is best for you, your  
children, and your family. You cannot control the  
actions of the other parent. If you keep doing the 
right things, chances are much greater that the 
other parent will start following the guidelines  
as well.
Tip 1 t Agree to 
keep connict away 
from your children.
Tip  t Respect 
each other’s new 
relationships.
Tip  t Communicate 
directly with each 
other about the children 
instead of with the other 
parent’s new partner.
Issues that relationshipshurt
Special Topics / Issues that Hurt Relationships
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*TTVFTɬBU)VSU
3FMBUJPOTIJQT 
4VCTUBODF"CVTF(BNCMJOH 
0UIFS"EEJDUJPOT 
Addictions of any kind hurt relationships. ɬey 
hurt children, too. If you or your spouse is  
a habitual or binge drinker in amounts that  
interfere with work and/or relationships, abuses 
drugs of any kind, or gambles frequently and 
uncontrollably, then professional help is needed. 
When treatment works—and it often does—your 
life will turn around, and your relationship with 
your spouse will improve. 
.FOUBM)FBMUI1SPCMFNT 
Mental health problems are very common and  
are nothing to be ashamed of. If you or your 
spouse is feeling depressed or down for more 
than a couple of weeks, ever talks about suicide, 
is constantly worried or anxious, or seems out 
of touch with reality, professional help is needed. 
Treatment for depression and other mental 
health issues is often successful. Support your 
spouse by acknowledging the problem without 
blame. 
4FYVBM*OmEFMJUZ 
Choices you make at work, on the internet, 
and in social settings can lead to inmdelity. 
Unfaithfulness, or cheating, can ruin relationships. 
ɬe strength of your marriage and the trust 
between you can be broken and even destroyed 
when there is actual or perceived fooling around, 
nirting, or secretive relationships with others. If 
there is an act of inmdelity, it is important to be 
open and honest when talking about the situation 
and to get professional help. Only you two can 
decide together if this experience will end your 
marriage or if you will work together to rebuild 
the trust that is vital for healthy marriages.
Utah Marriage Handbook
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Domestic Violence
Domestic violence is physical, mental, sexual,  
or emotional abuse in an intimate relationship. 
It occurs when one person uses abusive tactics  
to gain power and control over a partner or  
former partner. 
Domestic violence hits homes in every community.  
It has a devastating eěect on victims, children,  
families, and communities.
If you are a victim, you can get help by calling  
the Utah Domestic Violence Link line toll-free, 24 
hours a day at 1-00--5465. ɬere are safe 
shelters across the state for you and your children, 
as well as many other services. 
ɬere is no excuse for domestic violence. If your 
spouse engages in one or several of the behaviors  
listed on this page, it may be an indication that 
you’re in an abusive relationship, and you should 
carefully evaluate your relationship and talk with 
a professional who can help.
Makes you feel like you’re walking on  
eggshells to keep the peace  
 
Makes you feel like a prisoner in your own home 
 
Yells at you frequently and calls you hurtful names 
 
Is unpredictable or has sudden mood swings 
 
Threatens you with violence 
 
Breaks or hits things in your presence 
 
Gives you hateful or threatening looks 
 
Shoves, slaps, or hits you 
 
Abuses your children 
 
Keeps you from seeing friends or family 
 
Hurts your pets 
 
Follows you, spies on you, or shows up at  
your job, school, or friends’ homes 
 
Listens to your phone calls or keeps you  
from using the phone 
 
Is forceful with affection and/or sex 
 
Accuses you of having affairs 
 
Controls all the money and gives  
you little or none 
 
Keeps you from getting or keeping a job 
 
Pushes you to make a commitment 
before you feel ready 
 
Has a history of battering in other relationships  
 
Gets very angry or upset with you often and  
XLIRETSPSKM^IW[MXLKMJXW¾S[IVWERHTVSQMWIW
*,QIRUPDWLRQLQWKLVVHFWLRQZDVDGDSWHGIURPWKH1DWLRQDO
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Utah Marriage Handbook
Myths & Facts  
about Domestic Violence 
ɬe following are some myths—and the facts 
—about domestic violence. 
Myth #1 
Domestic violence does not aěect many people. 
Fact: Nearly one in three adult women experiences 
at least one physical assault by a partner during 
adulthood. (American Psychological Association, 
Violence and the Family: Report of the American 
Psychological Association Presidential Task Force 
on Violence and the Family, 1996.)  Men are also 
victims of domestic violence. 
Myth #2 
Battering is only a momentary loss of temper. 
Facts: Battering is the establishment of control 
and fear in a relationship through violence and 
other forms of abuse. ɬe batterer uses acts 
of violence and a series of behaviors, including 
intimidation, threats, psychological abuse, 
isolation, and others, to coerce and control 
another person. ɬe violence may not happen 
often, but it remains as a hidden and constant 
terrorizing factor. (Uniform Crime Reports, 
Federal Bureau of Investigation, 1990.) 
POWER & 
CONTROL
Denial & Blame 
Makes light of the abuse 
and doesn’t take your 
concern seriously. 
Denies abuse occurred. 
Shifts responsibility 
for the abuse by 
blaming you.
Intimidation 
Frightens you with looks,  
actions, and gestures.  
Smashes things and  
destroys your property.  
Abuses pets.  
Displays  
weapons.
Uses the 
Children 
Makes you feel guilty 
about the children and 
relays messages through 
them. Uses visitation to 
harass you. Threatens to 
take the children by 
charging you with 
neglect and 
abuse.
Male  
Privilege 
Acts like the master  
and treats you like a  
servant. Makes all the big 
HIGMWMSRW(I½RIWERH 
enforces men’s and  
women’s roles.
Economic 
Abuse 
Prevents your getting  
or keeping a job. Gives you 
an allowance or makes you 
ask for money. Takes your  
money. Doesn’t allow you  
to know about or have  
access to family income.
Coercion & Threats 
Threatens to harm you.  
Threatens to leave,  
commit suicide, or report 
you to welfare. Makes  
you drop charges or do  
illegal things.
Isolation 
Controls what you do,  
who you see and talk to,  
what you read, and  
where you go. Limits your 
outside involvement and  
uses jealousy as  
NYWXM½GEXMSR
Emotional Abuse 
Calls you names privately or 
in public. Puts you down  
and makes you feel bad  
about yourself. Tries to  
make you think you’re  
crazy. Tries to make 
you feel guilty.
Se
xu
al, 
Physical, Verbal and
Emotional A
bu
se
Chart courtesy of 
The Alabama Coalition 
Against Domestic Violence, 
P.O. Box 4762, 
Montgomery,  AL 36101
Sources: 
Duluth Domestic Abuse 
Intervention Project, Duluth, MN
Getting Free, Ginny NiCarthy ©1986 
Seal Press, Seattle, WA
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Two-thirds of women physically assaulted by  
an intimate said they were victimized multiple  
times by the same partner in a 12-month period. 
(National Violence Against Women Survey,  
July 2000.) 
Myth #3 
Domestic violence only occurs in poor, urban areas. 
Facts: Women of all cultures, races, occupations, 
income levels, and ages are battered by husbands, 
boyfriends, lovers, and partners (Surgeon General 
Antonia Novello, as quoted in Domestic Violence: 
Battered Women, publication of the Reference 
Department of the Cambridge Public Library, 
Cambridge, MA.) 
Approximately one-third of the men counseled 
(for battering) at Emerge (Perpetrator’s 
Intervention Program) are professional men 
who are well respected in their jobs and their 
communities. ɬese have included doctors, 
psychologists, lawyers, ministers, and business 
executives. (For Shelter and Beyond, Massachusetts 
Coalition of Battered Women Service Groups, 
Boston, MA, 1990.) 
Myth #4 
Domestic violence is just a push, slap, or punch; it 
does not produce serious injuries. 
Facts: More than one-third of all rapes and 
physical assaults committed against women by 
intimates result in injuries that require some 
medical care. (National Violence Against Women 
Survey, July 2000.) 
Most research reports that violence against women 
escalates during pregnancy. One study found that 
37 percent of obstetric patients were physically 
abused during pregnancy. (A. Helton, “Battering 
during pregnancy,” American Journal of Nursing, 
August 1986.) 
Each year, medical expenses from domestic 
violence total at least $3 to $5 billion. (Domestic 
Violence for Health Care Providers, 3rd Edition, 
Colorado Domestic Violence Coalition, 1991.)
Where to Get Help  
No one, married or single, deserves or has to put 
up with abuse. All 50 states have laws and shelters 
that protect individuals from abusive spouses. 
Help is available if you just ask. 
If something about your relationship with your 
spouse scares you and you need to talk, call the 
National Domestic Violence Hotline at 1-800-
799-SAFE (7233) or 1-800-787-3224 (TTY). 
Assistance may also be obtained by e-mailing 
the National Domestic Violence Hotline at 
ndvh@ndvh.org, though this is not an emergency 
e-mail contact. Help and information can also 
be requested by contacting the Utah Domestic 
Violence Council at 801-521-5544.  Resources  
for adults, teens, and children are available at  
www.udvc.org.
* The above information is from the Alabama Coalition Against
Domestic Violence Web site (www.acadv.org) and is used with 
permission thereof. For more facts about domestic violence visit 
http://www.endabuse.org/resources/facts/.

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Utah Resources 
Utah Commission on Marriage 
The Utah Commission on Marriage advises the 
Department of Human Services on their Utah 
Healthy Marriage Initiative(StrongerMarriage.org). 
Their mission is to help people form and sustain a 
healthy and enduring marriage. They provide 
information and resources to Utah citizens and 
professionals to support healthy marriages and 
stable families. 
Website: www.strongermarriage.org
Utah Cooperative Extension System  
Extension is the primary outreach arm of Utah 
State University. Extension delivers research-based 
educational programs that enable people to improve 
their quality of life and economic well-being.  
Website: http://extension.usu.edu 
Utah State Courts 
ɬis website highlights marriage and divorce laws 
in Utah.  It also provides information on custody 
arrangements, civil disputes, divorce orientation 
classes, mediation and divorce education for parents 
and children.  
Website: www.utcourts.gov
Utah Department of Workforce Services (DWS) 
DWS provides many services for individuals and 
families. Services include job listings, workforce 
trainings, and assistance with food, finances and 
child care. 
Website: https://jobs.utah.gov
6UBI0ĜDFPG3FDPWFSZ4FSWJDFT	034
 
ORS helps ensure parents are mnancially responsible 
for their children by providing child support services 
and support for children in care.  
Website: www.ors.utah.gov
6UBI4UBUF#PBSEPG&EVDBUJPO	6#0&
 
UBOE offers Adult Roles and Responsibilities and 
Adult Roles and Financial Literacy classes  to help 
prepare students for the adult world.  
Website: www.schools.utah.gov
6UBI4UBUF6OJWFSTJUZ'PPEFOTF
/VUSJUJPO&EVDBUJPO 
Free nutrition education is available in the home, in 
small groups, or online. Lessons include shopping 
tips, menu planning, food safety and budgeting. 
Website: https://extension.usu.edu/foodsense
Call 211 for referrals and information about other Utah 
services and organizations that strive to strengthen relationships. 
6UBI%FQBSUNFOUPG)VNBO4FSWJDFT	%)4

DHS provides Utahns assistance to live safe, 
healthy and successful lives.  Services are available 
for children, youth, families and adults. 
Website: https://hs.utah.gov/
Resources
6
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Other Resources
"ENJOJTUSBUJPOPG$IJMESFOBOE'BNJMJFT 
Information on the Administration’s Healthy 
Marriage and Responsible Fatherhood Initiative 
is available from the U.S. Department of Health 
and Human Services.  
Website: https://www.acf.hhs.gov/ofa/programs/
healthy-marriage
 $IJMESFO:PVUIB OE'BN JMJFT&EVDB      UJPOBOE
3FTFBSDI/FUXPSL	$:'&3OFU

CYFERnet is a national network of land-grant 
university human development and family life 
faculty and county extension educators working to 
support community-based educational programs 
for children, youth, parents, and families. 
Research-based information on a wide variety of 
family life topics can be found on their website.  
Website: www.cyfernet.org 
/BUJPOBM"TTPDJBUJPOPG3FMBUJPOTIJQBOE
.BSSJBHF&EVDBUJPO
NARME provides information for research-
based educational programs.  NARME educates 
on best practices for marriage, parenting, and 
fatherhood services.
Website: http://www.narme.org/
eXtension 
e9tension is an interactive learning environment 
delivering researched knowledge from experts 
across America.  e9tension content is organized 
around resource areas.  
Websites: www.extension.org/parenting
www.extension.org/personal@mnance
www.extension.org/militaryfamilies
www.extension.org/families@food@mtness
/BUJPOBM&YUFOTJPO3FMBUJPOTIJQ&EVDBUJPO
Network (NERMEN) 
5he NERMEN website provides information on 
healthy relationship and resources available across 
the Extension system. NERMEN strives to  
support professionals who are working with
youth and adults in relationship and marriage  
enrichment programming.  
Website: www.nermen.org 
/BUJPOBM4UFQGBNJMZ3FTPVSDF$FOUFS  
5he National Stepfamily Resource Center’s 
primary objective is to serve as a clearinghouse of 
information, linking best practices and family 
science research on stepfamilies.5he center 
provides research-based resources for stepfamilies 
and the professionals who work with them. 
Website: www.stepfamilies.info  
5IFSBQJTU-PDBUPS 
5herapistLocator.net is a public service of the 
American Association for Marriage and Family
Uherapy.5he online directory assists in locating a 
marriage and family therapist.5he directory 
provides information on therapists’ office locations 
and availability, practice description, education, 
professional licenses, health plan participation, 
achievements and awards and languages spoken.  
Website: www.therapistlocator.net 
5XP0G6TPSH 
ɬis website is maintained by the National Healthy 
Marriage Resource Center, a clearinghouse for 
high quality, balanced and timely information and 
resources on healthy relationships. It contains 
information, resources, and training for experts, 
researchers, policymakers, media, marriage educators, 
couples and individuals.
Websites: www.twoofus.org 
www.healthymarriageinfo.org
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